Zelda's Survival Kit (Hardback)

By Carol Gardner

Andrews McMeel Publishing, United States, 2004. Hardback. Book Condition: New. Language: English. Brand New Book. When it comes to survival, whether in love, life, or work, what counts most is dogged determination. And nobody knows more about dogged determination than Zelda, 60 pounds of bulldog attitude. Zelda is the photogenic dog who takes no bull and is the author of Zelda's Wisdom, Zelda's Rules on Love, and The Zen of Zelda, which have sold more than 150,000 copies combined. In her latest book, Zelda is your guide dog for all stages of life. With puppy pal, Angus, she offers tips on surviving childhood and parenting. To survive in the work-a-day world, Zelda advises, take risks, find your passion, and work like a dog. Zelda and her best friend, Baby, team up to help you smile when surviving a love loss. And when age starts to get you down, Zelda herself shows you how to win with a double chin. Life is tough, but Zelda's Survival Guide shows that if you can laugh and hang on, you will live to tell the tale.

Reviews

Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. It absolutely was written quite perfectly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is basically the best book I actually have read through during my personal life and can be the very best book for at any time.

-- Joshua Gerhold PhD

A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its been designed in an exceptionally easy way and is particularly merely right after I finished reading this ebook where in fact changed me, change the way I think.

-- Meagan Roob